SYNOPSIS. Variance in amount of rewards has been the focus of many studies and models of risk sensitivity. However, the timing of rewards has received much less attention. Animals tend to prefer immediate rewards, even when this preference reduces the long term rate of gain. This implies future rewards are devalued, a phenomenon known as time discounting. The value of a reward can be represented by a function that is decreasing and concave-up with increasing delays until receipt of reward. When a forager is given the choice between an immediate small reward and a delayed larger reward, preference reverses from the smaller to the larger as the delays to both rewards increase. There are several descriptive time discounting models. The exponential and the hyperbolic models both result in the concave-up value function and hence risk sensitivity with respect to timing. However, in the traditional models, only the hyperbolic model predicts preference reversal.
INTRODUCTION
Preference tests between options with the Interruptions: The search for explanatory s a m e m e a n amount and different variances models 1S o n e rneans of determining the shape of •a • J i . ... c dling times has been widely examined, ^presented by a concave-up utility funcVariance in amount of food items has been t i o n ) ' o r n s ka v e r s / (represented by a coninvestigated in models and tests of risk senc a v e " d o w n value function) with respect to sitivity (Stephens and Krebs, 1986; Barkan, a m ™ i n t °u f r e w a r d Cartar, 1991; Smallwood, 1993) .
. The other determinant in rate maxim.zation foraging models is timing of rewards. mara, 1988; Reboreda and Kacelnik, 1991) . In this paper, we examine the relationship between the perceived value of rewards and increasing delay. Operant psychologists have long known that foragers attend to the timing of delivery or appearance of food items. These researchers report that animals often prefer smaller, more immediate rewards to larger delayed rewards. This preference persists even when it results in a lower long-term rate of gain (Ainslie, 1974; Green et al., 1981; Grosch and Neuringer, 1981; Abarca and Fantino, 1982; Mazur, 1987) . This is referred to as "time discounting" or "impulsiveness", and reflects a decreasing, but concave up function of perceived value of a reward with increasing delays until receipt of the reward (Fig. 1 ). An animal with this value function would be risk-prone with regard to timing (as reported by Hamm and Shettleworth, 1987; Reboreda and Kacelnik, 1991) . Several species of birds and mammals discount delayed rewards in simple twochoice tests; pigeons (Fantino et al., 1987; Logue et al., 1987 Logue et al., , 1988 Mazur, 1987, chickadees (Barkan and Withiam, 1989) , starlings (Reboreda and Kacelnik, 1991) , rats (Christensen-Szalanski et al., 1980; Timberlake, 1984) , and humans (Grosch and Neuringer, 1981) . Operant psychologists have proposed several descriptive models of time discounting. There are two essential and consistent empirical results in the operant arena that were considered to be important in these descriptive models.
(1) The "perceived value" of a given reward as the delay until its arrival increases is decreasing and concave up. This empirical finding indicates a preference for variable over constant reward timing. (2) "Preference reversal" occurs. Preference reversal is when a forager switches its preference from the smaller more immediate reward to the larger more delayed reward as both delays increase (Fig. 2 , for a more complete discussion on preference reversal, see Green and Myerson, 1996) .
Two descriptive psychological models of time discounting have been particularly influential. The first is the exponential model of discounting (Mazur, 1987) which is similar to several ecological models (Kagel et al., 1986; McNamara and Houston, 1987) . In this model, the perceived value of the reward decays exponentially as a function of the anticipated delay until receipt of the reward:
where P{t) is the proportion of the initial value that is retained at time t, and k is a fitting parameter. This model results in the anticipated concave-up value function. The fitting parameter in both of the similar ecological models of discounting measures the perceived rate of interruptions (Kagel et al, 1986; McNamara and Houston, 1987 ). Animals anticipating interruptions should favor immediate rewards as they are more likely to be able to collect more immediate rewards. However, Kagel et al. (1986) report that the simplest ecological model, one with a constant interruption rate that is analogous to the exponential model, cannot explain preference reversal. An expanded version of the exponential model (Green and Myerson, 1996) which adjusts for amount as well as delay can result in preference reversal.
The second descriptive model is the hyperbolic model. Though it has been presented in slightly different forms by other researchers (Green and Snyderman, 1980; Commons, 1981; Logue et al, 1987) , we present the (slightly simplified) version from (Mazur, 1987) .
Again, Pit) is the proportion of the initial value retained at time t, and k is a fitting parameter. The perceived value decreases with delays in the proper concave-up fashion. Additionally, unlike the exponential model, preference reversal is predicted (c/, Green and Myerson, 1996) .
Both of these influential descriptive discounting models, the hyperbolic and the exponential follow from a general "decay"
where />(0) = 1 and n 3: 1. dp / d , is the "rate of value loss", n is the power to which the perceived value P is raised, and k is still the fitting parameter. When the rate of value loss is a linear function of present value (n = 1), the resulting "model" is the exponential (as shown in Equation 1). Where n > 1, there is the more complex solution:
(1 + kin -
When the rate of value loss is proportional to the square of current value (« = 2), the resulting "model" solution is the hyperbolic (Equation 2), which results in preference reversal. We see that both of the popular descriptive models are special cases of a "power-law" decay process (Equation 3).
Two-choice titration tests can be used to estimate the fitting parameters (Mazur, 1987) . The delay for one feeding option is held constant, and the other is adjusted depending on the animals previous choice. Thus establishing the point at which both rewards are perceived as being of equal value. An indifference line can be generated via linear regression to estimate the fitting parameter k from each model ik). For example, the indifference point in the hyperbolic model is where
In a plot of the indifference points, the relationship between the actual values (V|/V 2 ) is determined from the slope of the line. The y-intercept of this line is used to estimate the fitting parameter ik) for the hyperbolic model (y = -1/Jfc(l -V,/V 2 )). Mazur (1987) reports an average k = 2.215 per second for pigeous, and we estimate an average k value of 1.9 per second for the Logue et al (1987) pigeon study.
MODELS OF DISCOUNTING
The most common interpretation for discounting is that of uncertainty of the future (Kagel et al, 1986; McNamara and Houston, 1987) . Uncertainty of the future can be thought of as the perceived risk of interruptions. We imagine that there are different sorts of interruptions, ranging in predictability and duration. For example, an invading conspecific would be unpredictable and presumably a short interruption, a rain storm that lasts until dusk would be more predictable and of longer duration, and arrival of a predator (perhaps a raptor settling in a nearby tree) would be unpredictable and the duration would be equally unpre-
2. This is a representation of the perceived value P([) of two rewards of differing actual value with a constant difference in delays. Note that the reward associated with the higher perceived value reverses from the larger reward to the smaller as the choice point becomes temporally closer to the rewards. dictable though presumably shorter than the storm. We expect the type of interruption to affect the decisions that the forager makes because the interruptions differ in duration. Also, different types of interruptions would have different fitness consequences. Maintaining territory may directly increase the number of potential mates. However, sitting through a storm or waiting until a predator leaves should have a similar effect on all the birds (with or without territory). Also, the level of commitment that has already been made to a resource or prey item may affect that response to an interruption. It is easy to imagine disrupting search to defend territory, but less easy to imagine leaving a prey item that one has just found.
We develop a functional model to examine more closely the importance of the timing, the likelihood, and the nature of interruptions as a continuous time Markov process. Though psychologists have developed models to describe the behavioral output of organisms facing choices about delayed rewards, we wish to develop a functional model to assess the adaptive value of such decisions.
Three state model
The simplest case of our model is that of three states (see Fig. 3A ). There is a search state and two states for a prey item. There is a constant encounter rate at which the forager exits the search state to the first prey state (finds a prey item). The first prey state is the committed state where the forager waits for the food item. This waiting state may be considered an analogue to handling time; though in operant foraging experiments, often this is strictly a waiting period. The second prey state is the collection state, where the food is actually delivered. This state is used to simplify the determination of the overall rate of gain independently from the duration of the waiting state.
We let the probability of being in the three states [5(0, W(i) , and C(i)] be determined by three equations (each a function of time). The derivatives of these equations with respect to time are: where X. is the prey encounter rate during search, a is the transition rate from waiting for the prey item to collection of the prey item, and 8 is the prey delivery rate in the collection state. We simplify this by examining these equations using matrix algebra, yielding the following transition rate matrix:
We can determine values of 5(0, MO and C(0 for the stationary distribution of the matrix. This is a vector of values for which the net movement between states is zero. In this case:
We scale these values such that the 5(0 + W(t) + C{t) = 1. That is, the forager must always be in one of the three states. The normalized vector that meets this requirement is:
a8 + \(8 + a) (9) We use the simplifying assumption that travel and waiting costs are equal which allows us to add a constant to all rewards and scale rewards such that waiting and travel costs are negligible. Food is collected at rate r only during the "collection" state (the third element of the normalized vector) which results in the overall food collection rate of: that we recognize as Holling's disc equation. If we re-examine Holling's disc equation (Holling, 1959 from Stephens and Krebs, 1986) , the rule is to take the small prey item (v,) if:
where, \ is the encounter rate that we equate to the inverse of the inter-trial interval (ITI), V; is the value of prey item i, and ti is the waiting time for prey i.
The form of this equation is essentially the same as the hyperbolic model, and this model (with no fitting parameters) results in preference reversal (Fig. 5) . We are assuming that the delay is an analogue to the handling time as shown in Holling's equation. That is, there is a specified delay from the choice point to when the forager receives the prey item.
Though we find that this simple ecological model yields the same results as the descriptive models, we explore a more complex situation where the forager can be interrupted. This is a more complex version of the three state model.
Four state model
In this model, there are four states (Fig.  3B) . We include the three states from the previous model and add the alternative state. The alternative state can be thought of as a time-out associated with an interruption. In this scenario the forager is "interrupted" at rate / The constant departure rate from the alternative state (p) always leads back to the search state. That is, the forager is interrupted from a prey item without recall. If the forager is disrupted during the waiting period, the prey item is lost (the prey item is gone before the forager returns). This is represented by the following matrix: After the choice has been made, there is a delay of either Xs for the small reward followed by a post-feeding delay equal in duration to the difference between X and the large reward delay or the large reward delay until delivery of the chosen reward. The duration of all trials (from choice to the next choice point) is constant.
A\t)
We solve this using the same techniques as presented in the first model. The solution for the rate of gain for this situation is: dR dt
Though this model is analogous to the hyperbolic model (Equation 2), there is one more parameter (j), that must be estimated. The parameter k from the hyperbolic model is analogous to the sum of the parameters X + j . Note that the encounter rate of a prey item acts additively with the perceived rate of interruptions. In this model, a constant interruption rate does predict both the concave-up value function and preference reversal, which contradicts the claim of Kagel et al. (1986) and McNamara and Houston (1987) that a constant interruption rate implies no preference reversal.
We find that if we examine the value of two respective options (prey items 1 and 2), we would choose item 1 if:
where we can see that Xp/(/ + p) cancels, removing all terms regarding the length of time that the forager is "interrupted" or in the alternative state. This simplifies the inequality to:
Thus, the average duration of the interruptions (measured by ' /") does not affect preference in this model.
In many studies of time discounting, the ITI (which we presume to be similar to the encounter rate) was not constant. It depended on the delay experienced in the previous trial (Green et al., 1981; Mazur, 1987; Logue et al., 1987) . It is not clear how the post-feeding delay experienced (Fig. 4) is I/A.
ITI / Travel Time
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FIG.
5. This is a representation of the predictions of the three state model. The x-axis represents time, where the location of the choice point can be established by extending back from the rewards. The value of the rewards are denoted by the location in the y direction. Note that the prey type (denoted by the closed circles) that is optimal is determined by that which produces the steepest slope (or the highest ratio of elt) from the choice point. The line drawn through the two prey types indicates the ITI (the x-intercept) for which both the perceived value of both prey items should be equal (the indifference point).
incorporated in the estimation of encounter rates. We could view this problem as a twochoice test. However, building a two-choice model is unnecessary because we are only concerned with determining which alternative yields the larger rate, we can simplify things by considering one alternative at a time.
Five state model
In this model, the secondary delay (See Fig. 3C ) is included; this secondary delay is different for the two items. The five state model is represented by the matrix below.
As before, the forager can be "interrupted" from all of the other states to enter the alternative state, and the forager always enters the search state from the alternative state. The essential difference is that there are two waiting states, W x , and W 2 . Each W has its own, independent transition rate, a, is the exit rate from the pre-feeding delay, and a 2 is the post-feeding delay exit rate (Fig. 4) . The rate of gain predicted in this scenario is: (18) We note that, as before, the value of the A'(01
reward (v), is discounted hyperbolically by I/a,. However, the effect of the post-feeding delay (l/a 2 ) o n the value v is itself hyperbolically discounted. Both delay types are important, but they are considered separately and the weight of the two delays is different. In Green et al. (1981) , where the post-feeding delay is signaled by a blackout period (the houselight is extinguished), this secondary delay may have additional meaning to the animal. Though this delay is included in the estimation of rate for a given prey item, it is discounted. As has already been suggested (McNamara and Houston, 1987) , when there are interruptions, this delay is neither equivalent to the encounter rate, nor to the pre-feeding delay and can have an additional experimental effect.
Fitness consequences
In these models, we have not accounted for the differing fitness consequences due to the type of interruption. That is, the forager can gain fitness when interrupting the foraging process to enlarge or maintain its territory. But, no fitness accrues when hiding out until a predator or a storm passes. Reconsider the solution to the rate of gain in the initial interruptions model, Equation 15. We assume that interruptions are related to a task that accrues fitness at a rate m. This changes the choice rule to the following:
which again simplifies to (16). Thus, neither the duration of the alternative state (or the interruption) nor the likelihood of fitness accrued during this interval have an effect on choice. This seems wrong, intuitively, the nature or duration of the interruption should influence choice. We will explore the fitness value of interruptions more thoroughly through the more general case of a fitness function. Consider a generalized fitness function W (a, v, i) , where (1) a is the value of the alternative activity, (2) v is the value of the average food item, and (3) t is the average delay to obtain v. When we include a "discounting" term, we mean that the effects of food value on the fitness are reduced by the delay. That is, SW / M is reduced by t:
We define the fitness function: (21) where j\a, t) are additive (or substitutable) effects of the trade-off between feeding and the alternative activity, and g(a, t) are multiplicative (or complementary) effects of the trade-off, and h(v, i) is the fitness value of the trade-off. Taking the second partial derivative with respect to food value, we find:
Thus, the type of trade-offs determine the effect on the general fitness function. We see that the additive components of the trade-off are not important in the rate of gain. We expect therefore, when an interruption leads to activities whose fitness consequences interact in an additive way with foraging (Equation 19 ), the duration of the interruption will have no effect on discounting. If, however, interruptions lead to activities whose fitness consequences interact in a multiplicative way with foraging (e.g. predator evasion) then we would predict an effect on discounting.
GENERAL DISCUSSION Animals display sensitivity in foraging decisions to both amount and timing of food rewards. Empirical work has shown that the perceived value or utility of rewards with regard to both timing and amount is often not linear. This is reflected both in titration tests and two-choice tests between options of differing variance. Though sensitivity to amount has been extensively studied, sensitivity of foraging decisions to timing of rewards has received less attention by behavioral ecologists. However, time discounting is a general phenomenon and has been shown in several species. The dramatic decrease of future re-wards can be important in many areas of decision making. All decisions dependent on the value of future (including many fitness related decisions) can be influenced by discounting.
Discounting is commonly thought of as sensitivity to interruptions. That is, impulsive decisions are adaptive if they prevent shortcomings due to interruptions in the process (foraging, in this case). Time discounting results in a concave-up function relating perceived value to the time until receipt of reward. The essential difference in the results of the two descriptive models is that the hyperbolic model results in preference reversal. However, both of these models can be generalized to one form. Critics of the interruptions hypothesis argue that in all of the operant studies of discounting, the animals do not actually experience any interruptions (unless we consider session termination an interruption). Also, it is argued that a discounting model with a constant interruption rate can not account for preference reversal.
We generate a constant interruption rate discounting model as a continuous time Markov process. In the simplest case, a three state model, the result is Holling's disk equation. This is analogous to the hyperbolic model and it predicts preference reversal. Though this simple model does predict preference reversal, there is the implicit assumption that the forager only attends to foraging. Thus, we generate a second model the four state model, in which the forager can trade-off between foraging and alternative activities.
In the four state model, we add an additional state that might represent trade-offs to other activities, or foraging time-outs. In this model, the perceived interruption rate acts additively with the encounter rate. Additionally, we note that in this model, the duration of an interruption does not determine the choice, which may be simply a reflection of the infinite time horizon (the forager has nothing else to do). However, though this model is satisfying for comparison to natural foraging, post-feeding timing prevents us from comparison to many operant studies of discounting.
Many operant studies (Green et al., 1981; Mazur, 1987; Logue et al., 1987) include an additional post-feeding delay for trials where the more immediate reward was selected. This delay is included to equalize trial length. The five state model includes an additional state to account for this additional delay, as in the rate equation (Equation 18) . Though this delay is included in the estimation of rate for a given prey item, it is discounted hyperbolically. That is, this post-feeding delay is not equivalent either to the encounter rate, or the pre-feeding delay.
Interruptions can have different consequences. Interruptions can influence fitness or they can be simply "times out." We explore the relationship between the type of time-out, and the impact that time-out can have on foraging decisions. We find that alternative activities that combine with foraging in an additive way have minimal effects on discounting. Although, any activities that combine with foraging in a multiplicative, or complementary, way can affect discounting. For example, trade-offs between pairs of essential commodities {e.g., food vs. water) may often be complementary. This could be explored empirically in a situation where programmed interruptions lead to opportunities to gain either more food (an additive effect) or water (a multiplicative effect). This generalized model is essentially a mean rate maximizing model that accounts for the likelihood of interruptions. However, we might expect that the variance of gains would be important in a model without an infinite time horizon. In tests of choice, we would expect the duration of the time-out state to affect choice when the time available is limited.
Future time discounting models can incorporate other aspects of choice that have been demonstrated in operant conditioning. McSweeney (1974 and 1975) reported that the discounting rate of pigeons is state dependent. The pigeons discounted more strongly when their food requirements were greater. Reboreda and Kacelnik (1991) report that starlings attend to variance in both amount and timing of rewards. The starlings in their experiment did not treat variance in amount and timing similarly; the starlings were risk-averse in timing, but risk-prone in amount of rewards.
Though discounting has received the most empirical attention in tests of the prey model or of descriptive psychological models, findings in other areas of foraging behavior suggest discounting as well. For example, the information obtained from many studies of patch departure are consistent with time discounting. Animals are found to remain in patches slightly longer than predicted by rate maximization models (Krebs et al., 1974; Cowie, 1977; Lima, 1984; Kamil and Yoerg, 1985) . This results in a decrease (on average) in the time until the next reward, even though the overall rate of intake will suffer due to this impulsiveness. That is, patch departure as predicted by the patch models would result in the highest long term rate of gain. But, as finding the next patch would take time, the forager can decrease the mean waiting time for the next prey item at the optimal patch departure time by remaining in the depressed patch slightly longer. Although this suggests discounting, there are alternative explanations for extended patch residence (for a more thorough treatment of this see Kamil et al., 1993) .
Time discounting can also be important in any other areas of behavioral ecology where decisions are related to future rewards. For example, in an influential article, Axelrod and Hamilton (1981) suggested that the Iterated Prisoner's Dilemma (IPD) may be an important game in areas of nonkin cooperation (as well as in the economic circles where it had been explored). In an IPD, two individuals repeatedly make choices to cooperate or defect. In this game, cooperation is not stable in the short term. However, as pointed out by Axelrod and Hamilton, repetition can stabilize cooperation. If there are sufficient iterations, a long term stable strategy can include cooperation. The repetition of the game, however, is a subjective thing. The value of future plays depends on an individual's discounting rate . Similarly, the anticipated time horizon in search behavior for foraging sites can influence the minimal acceptable site quality. A reduced time horizon can even lead to site selection where the site quality is lower than the mean quality (Beachly et al., 1995) . Time discounting can also affect mate selection (Real, 1990; Real, 1991) . Thus, though widely examined as a determinant in foraging decisions, time discounting can have a much broader impact. The models that we present here provide a framework from which to explore the importance of other aspects of timing of rewards.
